
Welcome to our first Ingram Micro TSS Service blog. We intend to share IBM TSS wins and educate 

and inspire you to engage your Clients beyond the traditional IBM TSS break/fix offerings.

 

We’ll start by sharing this IBM internal win wire (removing client name) when the offering is channel 

enabled, so you get a sense of how/why IBM is winning in the Multi-Vendor support space. We think 

the "WHY" is important for you to know as we share these successes with our Ingram Micro partner 

family to drive more OI. If you find these valuable and want a deeper discussion with IBM - please let 

us know so we can arrange that follow-on discussion.

 

 Almost every one of your Clients is using Open Source, and most are using several products. IBM TSS 

provides support for over 200+ Open Source products making it very easy for our clients to receive a 

consistently high level of support regardless of what they are running. 

An Americas Bank.

Open Source Software Support for Docker, Redis and Cassandra

Why IBM TSS Won:

Winning with IBM TSS Open Source SW Support (OSS)

The client was frustrated with service from the incumbent OSS support vendor (Mirantis)

IBM TSS agreed to open a test/trouble PMR with IBM that we resolved; despite not being 

contractually required to do so 

Enabled TSS to tell our OSS support story to a previously unreached audience at the bank

The original request was for the Commercial Edition of Docker. The combination of IBM OSS 

Support and Community Edition licenses was less expensive and provided better support

The client was happy to learn that a regular IBM Support Team would be part of the solution

Docker, Redis and Cassandra are part of the 200+ OSS applications supported by IBM

Teamwork between the TSS SW team, pricing, and delivery was key

For more information on this article 

or any other Ingram IBM Services 

Solution, contact Alex Dowell at 

Alexandra.Dowell@ingrammicro.com
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As organizations look for software solutions that are flexible, 

scalable, and economical, open source technologies are 

becoming an integral part of enterprise IT strategy. 


